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wrought by the enemy. From the noble to the peasant,
even* class was impoverished. For years all civil officers
remained unpaid. The police ceased to exist. A licen-
tious and self-seeking spirit took possession of the people :
law and order gave place to anarchy.
In one respect only, in her freedom from debt, could
Prussia compare favourably with all the other belliger ,nts
except Russia, who was equally fortunate. Her freedom
Frederick had borrowed nothing, and when from debt-
peace came, he had in hand the 2^000^^00 thaler?
which he had provided for the next campaig/1, should one
prove necessary. This sum was judiciously expended in
the relief of the most pressing cases of distress. Seed-
corn was distributed where it was most needed, and
60,000 artillery, baggage, and commissariat horses were
sent to the plough. By degrees the land was again got
under cultivation, houses were rebuilt, commercial and
industrial undertakings set on foot. Much was done
by the king which, according to nineteenth-
.,	1^1	i	i   r	•	Frederick's
century ideas, ought to have been left to private economical
enterprise, but the truth is, that the country s>'siem-
was in such a state of exhaustion that private enterprise
was  dead;   and the  practical   success  of Frederick's
measures may be taken as a proof of their suitability to
the occasion.
Politically the chief events of the last half of Frede-
rick's reign were the Partition of Poland, the Bavarian
Succession War, and the League of Princes. Frederick's
share in the first of these events, and consequently to
some extent the event itself, is traceable to
, .  ,    i       >        -, , .         , r     r       Close union
the isolation in which he found himself after of Prussia
the Peace of Hubertsburg.    Deserted by Eng- and Russia-
land in a way which destroyed for ever his belief in hei
trustworthiness, he had no choice but to throw himself
into the anus of Russia, with whom, after the peace, he

